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Abstract

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is a promising method for producing large-

scale graphene (Gr). Nevertheless, microscopic inhomogeneity of Gr grown on

traditional metal substrates such as copper or nickel results in a spatial variation

of Gr properties due to long wrinkles formed when the metal substrate shrinks

during the cooling part of the production cycle. Recently, molybdenum (Mo)

has emerged as an alternative substrate for CVD growth of Gr, mainly due to a

better matching of the thermal expansion coefficient of the substrate and Gr. We

investigate the quality of multilayer Gr grown on Mo and the relation between

Gr morphology and nanoscale mechanical and electrical properties, and spatial

homogeneity of these parameters. With atomic force microscopy (AFM) based

scratching, Kelvin probe force microscopy, and conductive AFM, we measure

friction and wear, surface potential, and local conductivity, respectively. We find

that Gr grown on Mo is free of large wrinkles that are common with growth

on other metals, although it contains a dense network of small wrinkles. We

demonstrate that as a result of this unique and favorable morphology, the Gr

studied here has low friction, high wear resistance, and excellent homogeneity
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of electrical surface potential and conductivity.

Keywords: graphene, chemical vapour deposition, atomic force microscopy,

friction, wear, electrical properties

1. Introduction

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is the most dominant method for fabrica-

tion of large-area single- and few-layer graphene (Gr) films on various metallic

substrates (catalysts) [1, 2, 3, 4]. After the growth, Gr films are transferred

onto desired substrates that allow practical use [5, 6]. The main advantages5

of CVD over other fabrication techniques are its relative simplicity, low cost,

and industrial applicability [7, 8, 9]. Still, CVD growth and Gr transfer yield

films with defects such as grain boundaries [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], wrinkles

[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and cracks. Formation of wrinkles, for example, oc-

curs due to a large difference in thermal expansion coefficients of Gr and the10

catalytic substrate, which results in different shrinking rates during cooling at

the end of the CVD growth process. Wrinkles in Gr have been shown to be

highly detrimental to the mechanical robustness and electrical homogeneity of

graphene [23]. CVD graphene is prone to formation of defects both on most

commonly used catalytic metal substrates such as copper [1, 2, 3] and nickel15

[4], as well as on less traditional substrates such as ruthenium, iridium, and

platinum [9].

Recently, Gr grown by CVD on thin molybdenum (Mo) films sputtered on

silicon wafers [24, 25, 26] has emerged as an alternative to Gr grown on tradi-

tional metal substrates. Growth on Mo offers several advantages. Namely, the20

thermal expansion coefficient of Mo is well matched to that of Gr, supporting

wrinkle-free growth [25]. Also, Mo has a high melting point, resulting in less

restructuring of the Mo substrate compared to copper during the CVD process.

Finally, low solubility of carbon in bulk Mo facilitates easy growth of Gr layers

[24], making the process attractive for high-volume applications. In addition25

to the advantages for growth, graphene on a thin sputtered layer of Mo has
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advantages for subsequent processing. The Mo layer can be patterned prior to

growth, enabling patterning of CVD graphene without post-growth lithogra-

phy, and the Mo can be easily removed once Gr is grown on it, which allows

transfer-free fabrication of Gr devices that is compatible with CMOS processes30

[27, 28]. Graphene grown with this novel process was shown to have applica-

tions in anti-corrosion coatings [29, 30, 31], gas [27, 32] and pressure sensors

[28]. Although Gr grown on Mo has high potential for practical use, the rela-

tion between microscopic morphology, distribution and geometry of wrinkles,

and their influence on the mechanical and electrical properties of the material35

have not yet been studied.

Using atomic force microscopy (AFM) based methods, here we present nanoscale

analysis of the morphology, mechanical and electrical properties of few-layer Gr

grown by CVD on Mo. We demonstrate that the material contains very few

wrinkles and that those wrinkles have dimensions that are much smaller than40

those typically encountered in Gr grown on copper foils. Gr grown on Mo has low

friction and high wear resistance as demonstrated by friction force microscopy

and nanoscale wear tests. Using Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and

conductive AFM (c-AFM) we show that this material has high uniformity of

the Fermi level (work function) and electrical conductivity, respectively, over45

large areas. These results allude to strong potential uses of Gr grown on Mo for

both mechanical and electrical applications such as ultrathin solid lubricants,

electrodes and membranes for nano and microelectromechanical systems.

2. Experimental

2.1. Graphene fabrication and transfer50

We studied both Gr on Mo as grown, as well as Gr transferred from Mo to

Si/SiO2. The 50 nm thick Mo catalyst was deposited using magnetron sputter

coating on top of a Si/SiO2 wafer (p-type, 10 cm, (100) orientation). SiO2 was

approximately 600 nm thick and it was grown using wet thermal oxidation. The

Mo target purity was 99.95%. Gr was deposited using an AIXTRON Blackmagic55
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Pro system at 915◦C using 960/40/25 sccm of Ar/H2/CH4 at 25 mbar for 30

minutes and cooled to room temperature under an Ar atmosphere. After this,

the wafers were cut into smaller dies for sample preparation. Further details of

the CVD growth of Gr on Mo can be found in our previous paper [25].

Graphene was transferred by first immersing dice of Gr on wafer in 30%60

hydrogen-peroxide for 25 minutes. Hydrogen peroxide etches away the Mo un-

derneath the Gr layer and Gr is released, floating on the surface of the hydrogen

peroxide solution. Gr was transfered into a Petri dish, 5 cm in diameter and

17 ml of volume, with H2O2. Hydrogen peroxide was exchanged with deionized

(DI) water. The DI water was exchanged three times to ensure complete re-65

moval of peroxide. Gr was then carefully picked up onto a Si/SiO2 wafer die.

The sample was dried at room temperature for 25 minutes, and was put under

a glass bell for the next 24 hours to dry completely.

2.2. AFM and Raman characterization

All AFM measurements were performed with an NTEGRA Spectra system70

at ambient conditions. Morphology was measured in tapping AFM mode with

NSG01 probes. The surface roughness was measured across ten 50 × 50 µm2

areas, calculated as the root-mean square of the height distributions, and then

averaged. Phase lag of the AFM probes was measured simultaneously with

topography in order to achieve better contrast of small topographic features75

and to check for possible changes in material contrast on the sample surface.

Wear tests were done in contact AFM mode on 5-10 different 10 × 10 µm2

areas with diamond coated probes DCP20. In order to initiate Gr wear, the

normal load was kept constant during scanning within 1 µm wide parallel stripes

and increasing in steps of around 1 µN from stripe to stripe, for a total range80

between 0.5 µN and 5 µN [23]. During the wear tests, we recorded the lateral

forces in both forward and backward directions. These forces correspond to

the lateral torsion of the AFM cantilever due to the AFM tip-Gr friction. The

friction force was determined as the half-difference between the lateral force in

the forward and backward direction. The normal force was calculated according85
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to force-displacement curves, whereas the friction force was calibrated on a

standard Si grating [33].

Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and Pt coated NSG01/Pt probes

were employed in order to measure local electrical surface potential. KPFM is

a two-pass AFM-based measurement technique which returns a local contact90

potential difference (CPD) between a metallic AFM tip and the sample surface.

The topographic profile of the sample was measured in the first pass. In the

second pass, the AFM probe was lifted by 20 nm and scanned along the same

topographic line as in the first pass, while a sum of DC and variable AC voltages

was applied between the probe and the sample. The role of the AC voltage was95

to electrically excite probe oscillations, while the DC voltage was controlled by

the AFM feedback loop in order to nullify these oscillations. The value of DC

voltage which nullifies AFM probe oscillations is equal to the local CPD between

the AFM tip and the sample.

Since CPD is equal to the difference between the work functions of the AFM100

tip (WFtip) and the sample (WFsample), in order to find the absolute value of

WFsample, the WFtip of the Pt coated AFM probes was calibrated on a HOPG

sample with a well known work function of 4.6 eV [34]. Measurements on HOPG

yielded WFtip = 5 eV. The work functions of the Gr samples were calculated as

WFGr = CPD−WFtip. As in the case of the surface roughness and wear tests,105

the CPD was measured on 5-10 different areas (50 × 50 µm2 in the case of Gr

grown on Mo, and 30 × 30 µm2 on Gr transferred on SiO2) and then averaged.

Conductive AFM (C-AFM) with highly doped diamond coated probes DCP20

was used for characterization of local conductivity. In C-AFM, during standard

topographic imaging in AFM contact mode, a DC voltage in a range between110

1 V and 2 V was applied between the probe and the sample. The resulting

DC current through the AFM probe, proportional to the local conductivity of

Gr samples, was simultaneously measured with a built-in current amplifier. In

order to avoid wear of AFM tips and achieve reliable current measurements, C-

AFM was done using diamond coated DCP20 probes which were heavily doped115

by nitrogen. The diamond coating provides the robustness and wear resistance
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Figure 1: Morphology of CVD Gr on Mo: (a) 50 × 50 µm2 and (b) 10 × 10 µm2 area.

of AFM tips, while the high doping makes them highly conductive. As a result,

these probes enabled reliable current mapping in contact AFM mode.

Raman imaging of CVD Gr transferred on Si/SiO2 was performed on the

same NTEGRA Spectra module equipped with a confocal Raman system (NA120

0.7). Raman maps were measured with a step of 0.5 µm. The wavelength of

the excitation laser was 532 nm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphology

3.1.1. CVD Gr on Mo125

The topography of CVD Gr on Mo is depicted in Fig. 1 on two different

length scales. One of the main motivations and potential benefits of CVD on Mo

is the growth of wrinkle-free Gr since the thermal expansion coefficient of Mo is

much better matched to that of Gr than the thermal expansion coefficients of

copper or nickel. Indeed, in these topographic images there are no long wrinkles130

typically observed in traditional CVD Gr grown on copper.

Still, very short wrinkles can sometimes be observed on small-scale images.

A typical example is presented in the topographic and phase images in Figs. 2(a)

and 2(b), respectively. Usually it is difficult to recognize wrinkles in topographic

images since they are very small. On the other hand, wrinkles can be resolved in135
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the phase image as elongated, curved lines, several hundreds of nanometers long

(denoted by arrows). By using the position of wrinkles found from the phase

image to carefully search the topographic map, one can identify bright and

narrow lines indicating that here Gr is locally wrinkled. The local Gr wrinkling

is best visualized if we further zoom into an area containing a single wrinkle,140

as illustrated in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), with the three-dimensional topographic

and phase image, respectively. The inset in part (c) depicts the height profile

across the wrinkle. Its width ww and height hw are around 20 nm and 1.5 nm,

respectively.

Surface roughness of Gr calculated from large-scale images such as from145

Fig. 1(a) was 2.9 ± 0.1 nm (averaged over ten 50 × 50 µm2 areas). Lower

roughness could be achieved by using Mo foils as substrates [26], but foils are

not compatible with semiconductor technologies. Therefore, we have considered

Gr grown on thin films such as sputtered Mo, which is fully compatible with

CMOS processing [27, 28].150

The roughness of Gr originates from patches with slightly increased height

and from the grain structure of the underlying substrate. Gr patches in to-

pographic images in Fig. 1 look like brighter domains, with a lateral size of

several microns, and a height of several nanometers. A high-resolution image of

an 2×2 µm2 area, depicted in Fig. 2(a), reveals that Gr follows the morphology155

of the underlying Mo substrate while the grain structure of Mo is imprinted and

replicated onto Gr. As a result, the grain structure of Mo dominates the mea-

sured topography thus contributing to increased surface roughness. It should be

emphasized that as deposited Mo is very flat with sub-nm roughness. However,

the Mo turns into Mo2C upon exposure to CH4 before the Gr formation starts160

[26], and due to this recrystallization into Mo2C, the roughness increases.

Grain structure and especially grain boundaries are even better visualized in

the corresponding phase image in Fig. 2(b). Since the phase signal is generally

very sensitive to sudden and sharp topographic features such as hills (grains) or

narrow holes (grain boundaries), it can be used for their visualization with even165

better resolution than in pure topographic images. As can be seen, the shape of
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Figure 2: Wrinkles in CVD Gr on Mo: (a) topography and (b) phase of 2 × 2 µm2 area. (c)

Three-dimensional topography and (d) phase of 0.6 × 0.6 µm2 area. Wrinkles are marked by

arrows. The inset in part (c) depicts the topographic cross-section across the wrinkle, along

the solid line. The dotted line is a guide to the eye which follows the surface of the grain in

order to emphasize the wrinkle geometry.
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grains is rather irregular, with an average grain diameter of around 100 nm. The

autocorrelation function of the height distribution (not-shown here) is isotropic,

indicating that on average, there is no preferential in-plane anisotropy of the

grain structure.170

3.1.2. CVD Gr on SiO2

The morphology of CVD Gr transferred on SiO2 is presented in Fig. 3. The

calculated surface roughness was 3.8 ± 1 nm (averaged over ten 50 × 50 µm2

areas). Therefore, the roughness slightly increased after the transfer mainly

because micron-size patches with a slightly increased height were more evident175

than in the previous case of Gr on Mo. In addition, Gr on SiO2 has a rather

dense network of short wrinkles as depicted in Fig. 3(b) and it contains nano-

particles, represented by bright, isolated point-like features in Fig. 3(a), which

are most probably residues from the transfer process.

As mentioned above, Mo thin films as substrates allow transfer-free Gr fabri-180

cation, thus making the fabrication simpler and compatible with semiconductor

technologies [27, 28]. Here we consider Gr transferred on SiO2 because it fa-

cilitates characterization and analysis, but it should be emphasized that the

chemical treatment is the same in both cases (i.e. Gr is immersed in hydrogen-

peroxide in both cases, the only difference is that in the transfer-free approach,185

the original growth substrate is reused, whereas during the transfer, another

substrate is used for picking Gr up). Therefore, the results presented here hold

for transfer-free Gr as well.

Short Gr wrinkles observed in Fig. 3(b) are better visualized in the small-

scale images in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b). The typical height profile of a wrinkle is190

depicted in Fig. 3(c), whereas the distributions of wrinkle widths and heights

are given in Fig. 4(d). The height can be fitted with a linear function of

the width. According to Ref. [20], there are three classes of wrinkle geometry:

ripples, standing collapsed wrinkles and folded wrinkles. Since the wrinkle width

in our case is less than ∼ 50 nm, they have the geometry of ripples, while195

higher wrinkles are most probably standing collapsed ones. This is a significant
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Figure 3: Morphology of CVD Gr on SiO2: (a) 50 × 50 µm2 and (b) 7 × 7 µm2 area.

difference compared to CVD Gr grown on copper [23] where thermally induced

wrinkles are much wider, up to several hundreds of nanometers, and belong to

the class of folded wrinkles. On the Gr studied here, wrinkles are generally short,

most of them with lengths in the range 100 − 200 nm. They do not have any200

preferential direction, while shorter wrinkles are usually curved. These wrinkles

appear during transfer onto SiO2. According to wrinkle lengths, shapes, and

their mutual distances, it seems that they correspond to grain boundaries of Gr

on Mo - narrow, irregular and curved domains along which Gr on Mo was locally

bent and corrugated. The different wrinkle type of Gr grown on Mo compared205

to that grown on copper is the most probable reason for improved mechanical

and electrical properties, as will be discussed in the following sections.

3.2. Raman analysis

Further characterization of CVD Gr transferred on SiO2 was done by com-

bined AFM and Raman mapping. The results are presented in Fig. 5 with the210

topography (part (a)), integrated Raman intensity (part (b)), the ratio between

the intensity of G and 2D Raman modes (part (c)), and Raman spectra taken at

three representative points (part (d)). As can be seen, the characteristic Raman

modes of Gr, G (around 1586 cm−1) and 2D (around 2700 cm−1) modes are

clearly resolved. Still, the appearance of the defect mode D (around 1350 cm−1)215
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Figure 4: Wrinkles in CVD Gr on SiO2: (a) two-dimensional topographic image of 2× 2 µm2

area, and (b) three-dimensional 1× 1 µm2 area, (c) the height profile of the wrinkle along the

solid line in part (b), and (d) the distribution of wrinkle widths and heights from part (c).

The dashed line in the distribution plot is a linear fit.

indicates non-negligible defects in CVD Gr. The 2D peak is slightly shifted

to longer wavenumbers which indicates that the considered CVD Gr is multi-

layered. The ratio G/2D is in the range between 0.5-0.7, which corresponds

to a thickness of 4-6 layers [35]. The same thickness is confirmed by AFM

measurements as shown in Fig. S1 of Supplementary material. By comparing220

encircled domains in all maps, most of the patches with increased height cor-

respond to domains with decreased total Raman intensity and increased G/2D

ratios. Therefore, the number of Gr layers is locally increased within those

patches. Still, some patches where the G/2D ratio is not increased (or has even

slightly decreased) likely contain just locally wrinkled and/or folded layers. Ra-225

man spectra of samples stored in ambient conditions for over two years reveal

no deterioration due to aging.

3.3. Friction and wear properties

Wear tests were done by scratching CVD Gr on SiO2 in contact AFM mode.

The results are presented in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), that depict topography ob-230

tained during scratching and an enlarged topographic image recorded in tapping
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spectra measured at three points marked in part (b).
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Figure 6: Wear test: (a) topography during scratching in AFM contact mode, and (b) topog-

raphy of enlarged area measured in tapping AFM mode after scratching. The value of the

normal load is presented on the left side of part (a). The arrows in part (a) mark positions

where the normal load was increased.

mode after scratching, respectively. The scratching was done from the bottom

to the top. The normal load was increased in a range starting from 0.9 µN

applied to the bottom Gr stripe with 1 µm width, to 5.4 µN applied on the

top of the image where tearing occured. The points where the normal load was235

increased are marked by arrows in Fig. 6(a). When the normal load reached a

threshold value of 5.4 µN, Gr started to tear. The moment of tearing is clearly

visible as a sudden change in the contrast of both topographic images in Fig. 6.

The normal load was then kept at a high value, while Gr was peeled off by the

AFM probe within the scan area. The area where Gr was peeled off is apparent240

in Fig. 6(b) as a rectangular stripe with bare SiO2. Peeled Gr was rolled and

deposited at the top of this domain, where scratching was stopped, and it is

visible as a bright and narrow horizontal stripe.

The same wear experiment was repeated on five different areas of the Gr

sample. The results were similar in all cases - sudden Gr tearing at a high enough245

normal load, while the threshold normal force needed for Gr tearing varied in

the range 3.4 − 5.4 µN. The mechanism of Gr tearing can be explained in the

following way. High normal forces applied by the AFM tip during wear test lead

to plastic deformations of Gr beneath the tip [36]. The plastic deformations are

characterized with various defects, mostly by vacancy defects, which degrade250

the mechanical properties of Gr and its breaking strength [37]. By increasing
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normal force, Gr becomes more defective while the breaking strength of Gr

becomes very small, which results in Gr fracture and tearing. The average

threshold force for the tearing of CVD Gr considered here is around 4 µN and

it is much higher, at least by an order of magnitude, than in CVD Gr grown255

on copper and transferred on SiO2, where Gr tearing was always initiated from

long and wide, thermally grown wrinkles, for normal loads less than 0.5 µN [23]

and sometimes already at around 100 nN [38]. Although in the former cases

single-layer Gr samples were considered, the wear resistance of CVD Gr grown

on Mo seems to be higher because of the different type of wrinkles in CVD260

Gr grown on Mo. Here they are small and narrow (simple ripples [20]) and

can be easily pressed by the AFM tip without tearing, while the Gr sheet is

simultaneously just locally flattened.

The lateral force recorded during the scratching test is displayed in Fig.

7(a). The force increases with the normal load in stepwise fashion before Gr265

tearing. The friction force was calculated according to the lateral force recorded

in forward and backward directions. The friction map is depicted in Fig. 7(b),

whereas the corresponding histogram is presented in Fig. 7(c). The friction map

is characterized by two distinct domains: the bottom part with low friction on

Gr covered SiO2 and the top part with high friction on bare SiO2. According270

to the histogram, friction on Gr is more than 4 times smaller than on SiO2,

indicating good lubrication properties of Gr.

The average profile of the friction map along the vertical direction is given

in Fig. 7(d). The friction force increases stepwise with the normal load. When

the threshold force for Gr tearing is reached, the friction increases abruptly and275

stays at a constant level representing friction on bare SiO2. The initial stepwise

increase of the friction can be approximated by a linear function represented by

the dashed line in Fig. 7(d). The slope of this linear curve is the ratio between

the friction force and applied normal load and it yields a friction coefficient of

Gr of only 0.13. This value is similar to that obtained earlier for Gr grown on280

copper and nickel [39]. Friction is also influenced by defects in Gr [40], mainly

by exposed Gr edges and wrinkles, which lead to increased friction [38, 41]. As
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map during the scratching experiment from Fig. 6, (c) histogram of the friction map, and (d)
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slope of this curve corresponds to the friction coefficient of Gr.
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mentioned above, the considered CVD graphene is almost free of cracks and

exposed edges. At the same time, friction maps (the typical one shown in Fig.

7(b)) do not show increased friction due to Gr wrinkles, because they are small285

and narrow and could be easily pressed by the AFM tip. According to these

results, CVD Gr grown on Mo could be an excellent choice for making large-

scale and ultrathin solid lubricants with increased wear resistance for friction

[39, 42, 43] and wear reduction [36, 44, 45, 46] of underlying substrates.

3.4. Electrical surface potential290

3.4.1. CVD Gr on Mo

Homogenity of electrical surface potential was investigated by KPFM. To-

pography of CVD Gr on Mo and the corresponding CPD map are given in Figs.

8(a1) and 8(a2), respectively, whereas the histogram of the CPD map is shown

in Fig. 8(a3). The histogram contains a single, narrow peak indicating that the295

measured CPD is rather uniform over a wide 50× 50 µm2 area. Averaged CPD

(taking into account 10 different areas) was 352 ± 6 mV. The absolute value

of the work function of the considered CVD Gr on Mo is thus 4.66 eV. The

maximal half-width of all CPD maps measured on 50 × 50 µm2 areas was only

around 5 mV, indicating a very uniform electrical surface potential distribution.300

Still, CPD maps clearly show irregularly shaped potential puddles. The poten-

tial between adjacent puddles varies by several mV, while their lateral shapes

can not be related to any morphological features such as patches with increased

height. Similar electron-hole puddles have been already observed in graphene

[47, 48, 49, 50] due to charge impurities in the substrate, intercalated between305

Gr and the substrate, or due to intrinsic ripples in Gr.

3.4.2. CVD Gr on SiO2

Similar analysis of the distribution of electrical surface potential was done

for CVD Gr transferred on SiO2. The results are given in Fig. 8(b) representing

30×30 µm2 topographic and KPFM images (parts (b1) and (b2), respectively),310

and the CPD histogram (part (b3)). CPD maps exhibit similar features as in the
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on SiO2, (b2) the corresponding CPD map measured by KPFM, and (b3) the histogram of

the CPD map.
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previous case, with a very flat surface potential, implying that CVD Gr on SiO2

is electrically homogeneous. Since wrinkles are narrow and small, Gr is free of

wrinkle-induced potential variations previously observed in other forms of CVD

Gr [23, 21, 22]. However, small and irregular charge puddles are still present, as315

in the case on Mo. The average CPD was 205± 4 mV, thus giving the absolute

value of the work function of Gr transferred on SiO2 of 4.8 eV. Therefore, there

was a small difference of around 0.14 eV between the work functions of Gr on

Mo and SiO2. In the former case, Gr was most probably not thick enough

to completely screen an electric field originating from the underlying Mo with320

a lower work function than Gr. As a result, the work function of Gr on Mo

was slightly decreased. A second possibility is that Mo dopes the Gr by charge

transfer, again lowering its work function [51, 52].

The work function of a material or surface is a key property that determines

its behavior in an electronic circuit. Energy level differences between different325

constituent layers of a device dictate functionality ranging from Ohmic contacts

to Schottky barriers. One of the primary strengths of silicon and other mate-

rials of choice in the semiconductor industry is their uniform work function, or

surface potential. Bare silicon surfaces, typically used as references for KPFM

measurements, have RMS uniformity on the order of 3 mV [53]. Aside from their330

use in integrated electronics, surfaces with flat topography and surface poten-

tial are also of interest as substrates for self-assembly. The quality of molecular

self-assembly is critically determined by the electronic structure of the substrate

surface and by variations of its surface potential due to charge transfer between

the substrate and adsorbed molecules. As a result, highly homogeneous metal335

surfaces are often the substrate of choice due to well-defined molecule-metal

interactions [54, 55, 56, 57].

Here we show that few-layer Gr grown by CVD on sputtered Mo films has

an extremely uniform surface potential profile over large areas, as measured

by KPFM. In addition, such Gr that has been transferred, keeps the excellent340

uniformity, with RMS variability in surface potential in the order of 4 mV

for areas as large as 30 × 30 µm2. This is an improvement compared to the
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epitaxial Gr grown on SiC which has surface potential with RMS uniformity on

the order of ∼ 10 mV, however domains of few-layer Gr and steps in the SiC

spoil this homogeneity in the surface potential at scales larger than 1 µm [58].345

Monolayer Gr grown by CVD on copper contains wrinkles that also introduce

inhomogeneity in surface potential on the order of ∼ 20 mV [23]. Even metal

films, such as sputtered gold, display larger variability of surface potential over

large areas [59], whereas films deposited with atomic layer deposition display

variability on the order of ∼ 10 mV [60].350

3.5. Electrical conductivity

3.5.1. CVD Gr on Mo

Homogenity of electrical conductivity was studied by C-AFM. Topography

and corresponding current maps are presented in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respec-

tively. The current map exhibits rather homogeneous and high current. The355

corresponding histogram is displayed in Fig. 9(c). As can be seen, the cur-

rent distribution is characterized with a single peak around 14.5 nA, with a

half-width of around 1 nA. The broadening of the current peak appears due to

decreased conductivity on the patches with increased thickness. The height and

current profiles across one such patch (along the dashed lines indicated in Figs.360

9(a) and 9(b)) are depicted in Fig. 9(d). As can be seen from these profiles,

the current drops by several nA on the patch. In addition, small current drops

(shown in Fig. S2 of Supplementary material) are visible along narrow Mo grain

boundaries (imprinted in Gr as well) because of unstable contact with the AFM

tip.365

3.5.2. CVD Gr on SiO2

As in the previous case for the electrical surface potential, a similar analysis

of the current distribution was conducted for CVD Gr on SiO2. The conduc-

tivity exhibits the same characteristics as previously observed for Gr on Mo:

homogeneous and high current except on thicker patches (results presented in370

Fig. S3 of Supplementary material).
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The small-scale images with topographic and current maps are presented

for two cases: Figs. 10(a1) and 10(a2) for flat Gr (without patches) and Figs.

10(b1) and 10(b2) across a Gr patch. Both current images show homogeneous

current despite of a dense network of Gr wrinkles. As we discussed above,375

wrinkles in the considered case have the geometry of simple, small and narrow

ripples [20]. Then, during scanning in AFM contact mode, such wrinkles are

pressed by the AFM tip leading to local Gr flattening, which finally gives a

constant and high current. At the same time, Gr is wear resistive, so this local

mechanical deformation does not result in Gr tearing. This is a significant380

improvement compared to CVD Gr grown on copper, where wrinkles are much

wider and folded [20], leading to a more pronounced current drop. In the worst

case, an AFM tip going across such wrinkles easily initiates local Gr tearing

thus producing narrow and insulating trenches in a Gr sheet with zero current

[23].385

Still, the current map in Fig. 10(b2) contains local, point-like domains,

represented by dark contrast, with a slightly decreased current. Reduced con-

ductivity across patches indicates possible irregularities in the growth of these

additional layers. However, the current drops only along patch edges or at pro-

nounced topographic features such as point-like bumps. Therefore, one possible390

reason of decreased current on these parts is a less stable electrical contact be-

tween the AFM tip and Gr. Further improvement in the Gr growth process is

needed in order to avoid these imperfections. Current histograms for both Gr

with and without patches are given in Fig. 10(c). As can be seen, due to a

slightly decreased conductivity of the domain with patches, the current peak is395

shifted by around 0.2 nA to a lower value.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated that although few-layer Gr grown on

Mo does contain wrinkles with a height of several nanometers, the wrinkles

are much narrower than in CVD Gr grown on copper, and they do not have a400
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detrimental effect on uniformity of wear and electrical properties. It is shown

that few-layer Gr grown by CVD on sputtered Mo films is characterized with

a very low friction coefficient of around 0.13. Its wear resistance is improved

compared to CVD Gr grown on copper, giving the threshold normal load for

wear of around 4 µN. The considered Gr has very uniform surface potential405

over large areas, with RMS variability on the order of 5 mV for areas as large

as 50 × 50 µm2. The uniformity of electrical properties is better than in other

types of Gr and is on par with industrial-grade materials such as silicon and

metals deposited by atomic layer deposition. The local conductivity of the Gr

films is also uniform, although with small variations at the edges of Gr patches410

with varying thickness. The patches are a result of the growth process which

should be further optimized in order to overcome this issue.

We thus propose that few-layer Gr grown on Mo holds strong potential for

use as an ultrathin solid lubricant for friction and wear reduction. It can also

be used as an ultrathin electrode in integrated electronics, allowing wafer-scale415

device uniformity and reproducibility. Furthermore, the material holds potential

as a substrate for self-assembly and for other uses that require uniform and well-

defined electrical properties over large areas.
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Graphene grown by chemical vapour deposition on molybdenum is free of large wrinkles.

  

Dense network of small wrinkles does not have detrimental effect on its properties.

 

Friction on graphene is low while its wear resistance is improved.

 

Local electrical properties, surface potential and conductivity, are homogeneous.
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